Smelly Balloons

Contents:

- Red, blue and green balloons (2 bags of each)
- Vanilla extract (1 bottle)
- Orange extract (1 bottle)
- Mint extract (1 bottle)
- Red, blue and green markers (5 of each)
- Balloon pump
- Dry erase markers (1 red, blue & green)
- Drawstring bags (5)
- Signs and guides packet (SHAPCO)
- Laminated poster
- Latex warning sign
- 12” x 9” x 5” box

Fabrication/packing instructions:

1. Remove the vanilla, orange and mint extracts from cardboard packaging. Place each extract bottle in a 3” x 5” plastic baggie.

2. Kit the drawstring bags. Each will contain: 2 red, 2 green and 2 blue balloons, 1 red, 1 green and 1 blue Crayola marker.

3. Place the drawstring bags and extract bags in a 12” x 9” x 5” box. Place additional kit items in the box: 1 balloon pump, dry erase markers (1 red, 1 green, 1 blue) and the 3 remaining bags of balloons (1 bag of red, 1 bag of green, and 1 bag of blue). Place the laminated poster and latex warning sign in the box, followed by the Signs and Guides packet on top.

4. Seal the box with packing tape. Place a 2” x 4” Smelly Balloons sticker in the top left hand corner of the box.
Gravity Fail

Contents:
- Miniature tea cups (5)
- Colored plastic cups (5)
- Food coloring* (1 bottle)
- 24 oz. plastic containers (5)
- Miniature EXPLORE SCIENCE tags (5)
- String 10” pieces (5)
- Signs and guides packet (SHAPCO)
- 13” x 10” x 5” box

*Food coloring can be any color.

Fabrication/packing instructions:
1. Assemble the mini tea cups and tags.
   Cut a 10-inch piece of string.

2. Thread the string through the handle of the teacup.

3. Thread both ends of the string through the hole in the tag. Loop and double knot at the tag.
Gravity Fail (cont’d)

Fabrication/packing instructions:

4. Place each tagged mini teacup in a colored cup. Place the colored cup in the translucent container. Attach the lid.

5. Remove food coloring from cardboard packaging. Place one bottle in a 3” x 5” plastic baggie.

6. Place the five containers in the box as pictured.

7. Place the food coloring baggie in the box.

8. Place the Signs and Guides packet on top.

9. Seal the box with packing tape. Place a 2” x 4” Gravity Fail sticker in the top left hand corner of the box.
Ready, Set, Fizz

**Contents:**
- Graduated cylinders (10)
- Miniature beakers (10)
- Alka Seltzer tablets (1 box)
- Food coloring* (1 bottle)
- Outdoor water bag (1)
- Drawstring bags (5)
- Signs and guides packet (SHAPCO)
- 13” x 10” x 6” box

*Food coloring can be any color.

**Fabrication/packing instructions:**
1. Remove food coloring from cardboard packaging.
   Place one bottle in a 3” x 5” plastic baggie.
2. Kit the drawstring bags.
   Each will contain: 2 miniature beakers.
3. Place the graduated cylinders in the box.
   Place the other items in the box: water bag,
   drawstring bag kits, Alka Seltzer and food coloring.
4. Place the Signs and Guides packet on top.
5. Seal the box with packing tape.
   Place a 2” x 4” Ready, Set, Fizz sticker in the top left
   hand corner of the box.
UV Bracelet

Contents:
- Pony (colored) beads (2 bags)
- UV beads (1 bag - 145g)
- 4 oz. portion cups (10)
- Drawstring bags (5)
- UV flashlight (1)
- Pipe cleaners (1 bag)
- Signs and guides packet (SHAPCO)
- 12” x 9” x 4” box

Fabrication/packing instructions:

1. Kit the drawstring bags. Each will contain two 4 oz. portion cups.

2. Remove the UV flashlight from its packaging. Unscrew the flashlight. Take the battery holder out. Throw the two paper discs inside away. Put the flashlight back together.

3. Test the flashlight. Turn it on and back off.
UV Bracelet (cont’d)

Fabrication/packing instructions:
1. Weigh 140-145g of UV (white beads) in a container.
2. Transfer the UV beads to an 8” x 8” baggie. Affix the UV beads sticker to the baggie.
3. Pour two bags of pony beads into an 8” x 8” baggie.
4. Affix the Pony beads sticker to the baggie.
5. Place the bags of beads, pipe cleaners and flashlight in the box.
6. Place the drawstring bags on top of the previous items.
7. Place the Signs and Guides packet on top.
8. Seal the box with packing tape.
9. Place a 2” x 4” UV Bracelets sticker in the top left hand corner of the box.
Mystery Shapes

Contents:
- Shaped erasers (5)
- Rubber balls (5)
- Plastic animal toys (5)
- Colored cloth drawstring bags (5)
- Signs and guides packet (SHAPCO)
- Activity cards English packet (SHAPCO)
- Activity cards Spanish packet (SHAPCO)
- 12” x 9” x 3” box

Fabrication/packing instructions:

1. Place 1 rubber ball, 1 plastic animal and 1 shaped eraser in each cloth drawstring bag.

2. Place the 5 drawstring bags and the English and Spanish activity cards in a 12” x 9” x 3” box. Place the Signs and Guides packet on top.

3. Seal the box with packing tape. Place a 2” x 4” Mystery Shapes sticker in the top left hand corner of the box.
Gummy Shapes

Contents:
- Worm goo (6 bottles)
- Worm goo activator* (3 packets)
- Plastic spoons (10)
- Strainers (5)
- Drawstring bags (5)
- 16 oz. containers (5)
- Signs and guides packet (SHAPCO)
- 12” x 9” x 5” box

*The worm goo activator is located in the same plastic bag as the worm goo bottles.

Fabrication/packing instructions:

1. Kit the drawstring bags. Each will contain: 2 spoons, a strainer and a bottle of worm goo.

2. Place the drawstring bags, 3 worm goo activator packets, the extra worm goo bottle, and the 16 oz. containers in a 12” x 9” x 5” box. Place the Signs and Guides packet on top.

3. Seal the box with packing tape. Place a 2” x 4” Gummy Shapes sticker in the top left hand corner of the box.
Draw a Circuit

Contents:
- 9V battery (5)
- Mini alligator clips (5)
- 9V easy connector with leads (5)
- 6B pencils (5)
- Piezo buzzers (5)
- Pencil sharpeners* (5)
- Drawstring bags (5)
- Signs and guides packet (SHAPCO)
- English activity cards packet (SHAPCO)
- Spanish activity cards packet (SHAPCO)
- 12” x 9” x 4” box

* Don’t worry about matching the color of the tops and bottoms of the pencil sharpener. Any color combination will work.

Fabrication/packing instructions:

1. Kit the drawstring bags. Each will contain: 1 battery, 1 pencil, 1 sharpener, 1 easy connector, 1 alligator clip and 1 buzzer.

2. Place the kitted drawstring bags in a 12” x 9” x 4” box. Place the English and Spanish Activity Cards and Signs and Guides packets on top.

3. Seal the box with packing tape. Place a 2” x 4” Draw a Circuit sticker in the top left hand corner of the box.
Morphing Butterfly

Contents:
- LED keychain light (5)
- Plastic cords (5)
- Blue butterfly wings (5)
- Yellow butterfly wings (5)
- Scotch bag tags (10)
- Drawstring bags (5)
- Signs and guides packet (SHAPCO)
- 12” x 9” x 3” box

Fabrication/packing instructions:
1. Make the wing cards. This process will be the same for both the yellow and blue wings. Place on a flat surface with clear side down and open. Place wing in the center of the clear surface.

2. Bend top sheet back slightly to separate backing. Roll evenly across back of tag while applying slight downward pressure. Smooth and seal edges.

3. The tag (wing card) is now ready. Each activity box will require 5 yellow wings and 5 blue wings.
Morphing Butterfly (cont’d)

Fabrication/packing instructions:

4. Take one of the plastic cords from the bag tag package and attach it to the LED keychain light as pictured.

5. Now kit the drawstring bags. Each will contain: 1 yellow wing card, 1 blue wing card and a keychain light.

6. Place all of the drawstring bags in the 12” x 9” x 3” box. Place the Signs and Guides packet on top.

7. Seal the box with packing tape. Place a 2” x 4” Morphing Butterfly sticker in the top left hand corner of the box.
Rainbow Film

Contents:
• Clear nail polish (5)
• Plastic trays and lids (5)
• Metallic gel pens (10)
• Black paper bookmarks pack (SHAPCO)
• Signs and guides packet (SHAPCO)
• 12” x 9” x 5” box

Fabrication/packing instructions:
1. Kit the plastic trays.
   Place 2 different colored gel pens and a bottle of clear nail polish in each tray.
   Fasten the lid onto the tray.
2. Place 5 kitted trays into the 12” x 9” x 5” box.
   Place the black paper bookmarks pack into the box.
   Place the Signs and Guides packet on top.
3. Seal the box with packing tape.
   Place a 2” x 4” Rainbow Film sticker in the top left hand corner of the box.
Invisible Sunblock

Contents:
- CVS sunblock (1 tube)
- Badger sunblock (1 tube)
- 1 oz. portion cup (10)
- Q-tips (5 packages)
- Dry erase markers (1 red, blue & green)
- Drawstring bags (5)
- Black paper packet 4.25 x 5.5 (SHAPCO)
- Signs and guides packet (SHAPCO)
- 12" x 9" x 5" box

Fabrication/packing instructions:

1. Kit the drawstring bags. Each will contain: 2 - 1 oz. portion cups and a container of Q-tips.

2. Place the 5 kitted drawstring bags, 2 tubes of sunblock and packet of black paper in the box. Place the Signs and Guides packet on the top.

3. Seal the box with packing tape. Place a 2" x 4" Invisible Sunblock sticker in the top left hand corner of the box.
Mystery Sand

Contents:
- Green sand (2 lbs)
- Blue sand (2 lbs)
- 4 oz. portion cups (10)
- 16 oz. plastic containers (4)
- 70cc plastic scoops (2)
- Eye droppers (10)
- Plastic trays* (5)
- Drawstring bags (5)
- Signs and guides packet (SHAPCO)
- 13" x 10" x 5" box

* The black trays do not need lids for this activity.

Fabrication/packing instructions:

1. The blue space sand is packaged in 1 lb. sacks. Open the sack and pour it into a 16 oz. plastic container and seal with a plastic lid. Each activity box requires two containers of space sand. Apply a Hydrophobic Sand sticker to the lid.

2. The green sand is in a bulk container. Use a scale to weigh one pound of green sand in a plastic 16 oz. container. Seal the container with a plastic lid. Each activity box requires two containers of green sand. Apply a Play Sand sticker to the lid.
Mystery Sand

Fabrication/packing instructions:

3. Kit the drawstring bags.
   Each will contain: 2 eyedroppers and 2- 4 oz. portion cups.

4. Pack the box as pictured below. Place the four containers of sand in the bottom of the box. Stack the black plastic trays on edge in the box. Place the scoops and kitted bags on top of the previous items. Place the Signs and Guides packet on the top.

5. Seal the box with packing tape.
   Place a 2” x 4” Mystery Sand sticker in the top left hand corner of the box.
Stained Glass Art

Contents:
- Black construction paper (2 packages)
- Scissors (2)
- Contact paper (1 roll)
- Tissue paper (2 packages)
- Signs and guides packet (SHAPCO)
- 13" x 10" x 5" box

Fabrication/packing instructions:
1. Cut the 18" roll of contact paper in half.
2. Roll each package of tissue paper and rubber band.
3. Place the construction paper in the box.
   Place the scissors, rolled tissue paper and contact paper on top of the construction paper.
   Place the Signs and Guides packet on top.
4. Seal the box with packing tape.
   Place a 2" x 4" Stained Glass Art sticker in the top left hand corner of the box.
Sign Stands Box

Contents:
- Plastic sign stands (16)
- Bubble wrap
- 13” x 10” x 13” box

Fabrication/packing instructions:
1. Place a sheet of bubble wrap in the bottom of the box.
2. Place a sign stand in the box.
3. Place a sheet of bubble wrap on top of the sign stand.
4. Place another sign stand in the box rotated opposite the previous sign stand.
5. Place another sheet of bubble wrap.
6. Repeat these steps until there are 16 sign stands in the box.
7. Place a sheet of bubble wrap on the final sign stand.
8. Seal the box and apply an Event Supplies: Sign Stands sticker in the left corner.
Tablecloth Box

**Contents:**
- Tablecloths* (16)
- 14” x 8” x 6” box

*Place an assortment of blue, green and orange tablecloths to equal 16 in each box.

**Fabrication/packing instructions:**

1. Stack 16 tablecloths in the box.
2. Seal the box and apply an Event Supplies: Tablecloths sticker in the upper left corner as pictured on the right.